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BSU senators
chime inon
•gaymamage
KYLE GORHAM
News Reporter
ASBSU senators passed a resolution just
before spring break supporting Boise State's
gay and lesbian students amidst the recent at-
tempt by the Idaho Legislature to ban same-
sex marriage.
The student govemment voted for a com-
o mitment to diversity on campus, passing the
BGlAD Support Resolution with a vote of
7-2 with one senator abstaining. The reso-
lution was named after the Bisexuals, Gays,
Lesbians and Allies for Diversity organization
at Boise State.
The resolution was targeted to many state
senators who were to also vote on the issue of
same-sex 'marriage in Idaho. However, after
much controversy and debate, state senators
were unable take it to a vote before this year's
session ended, as Senator Sheila Sorenson
refused to let the bill out of committee: The
BGLAD support resolution was also directed
to Governor Dirk Kempthorne and members
of the administration at Boise State.
The resolution states:
"We stand united behind the g(ly, lesbian,
bisexual, and trans gender members of our
campus community and encourage them to
be an active part of our student union. We .
denounce attempts to isolate these members
of our community for political "profit" at the
state level. We reaffirm our commitment to
advocate for students of any sexual orienta-
tion.'
Additionally, the resolution addressed the
recent actions of state legislators to ban gay
marriage even though Idaho law already
prohibits it. As reported in The Arbiter on
February 19, proponent for the bill, Rep.
Henry Kulczyk, called the measure an "insur-
ance policy." However, the ASBSU resolution
countered the insurance argument.
"The recent attempt to bring a state con-
stitutional amendment to Idaho that would
ban gay marriage would not have affected a
real change in state policy as gay marriage is
already illegal, but served only to isolate, de-
moralize, and stifle gay, lesbian, bisexual, and
transgender citizens ofIdaho.
Former Senator Robert Green, who spon-
sored the resolution before his term expired,
.was unable to be reached for comment by
press time. However, BGLAD President Jessi
Strong said the organization is thankful for
Green's forward thinking.
Strong said BGLAD was excited about the
adoption of the resolution, citing the large
margin of approval. She also noted the im-
pact the resolution will have on the organi-
zation.
"It gives us the hope that not everyone in
this state is as close-minded as the people in
our state legislature," she said.
Strong also commended ASBSU in taking
an important step to support gays and lesbi-
ans at Boise State.
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Surveys show trend
toward greater
acceptance of gays
Locks of Love
. ,
prepares. for
another big
turnout
BYJAMESmeet AND PATRICIAWARD
BIEDERMAN
Los Angeles Times
That gays are more widely accepted in
American society is readily apparent in ev- .
erything from television sitcoms to corporate
anti-discrimination policies and recent U.S.
Supreme Court opinions.
Less apparent is why and how the shift in
attitude occurred. Although some religious
and social leaders say the new visibility of gays
points to a·national moral decline, the evolu-
tion of attitudes about gays is a complex brew
of factors, according to historians, social psy-
chologists and others who have studied the
phenomenon.
The American Enterprise Institute, a conser-
vative think tank inWashington, has compiled
30 years' worth of major public opinion poll
results on Ainericans' attitudes toward ho-
SEE GAYS page 2
BYBETHANYMAILE
News Reporter
On Saturday, April 17 the Honor Student
Association will be hosting Locks of Love, an
event that allows people to donate their hair to
underprivileged children with health complica-
tions that result in baldness.
Locks of Love is a national organization that
works with smaller, 10caI groups to conduct hair-
cutting events. This is BSU's third year conduct-
ing the program.
"About 100 people participated last year and
we are hoping for a good outcome this year· as
well," said Hannah Ferber, HAS community ser-
vice chair.
The hair will be cut by volunteer stylists from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Boise Hair Company West. The
salon is located on Fairview and Milwaukee in the
ShopKo shopping complex. Four hairdressers are
forfeiting a day of wages plus expenditures-in-
cluding the cost of rent and product-to cut and
style donor hair. Ferber will be asking ASBSU for
a grant to compensate the hairdressers involved
with Locks of Love.
"I've applied for a grant from ASBSU so we can
motivate and thank the hairdressers for what
they're doing," Ferber said. "If that doesn't hap-
pen it would be great if people would tip their
hairdressers because it's huge to sacrifice a whole
Saturday of business."
Hairdressers expect the hair to be in a braid or
pony tail. Once the hair is cut, it is put in a Ziploc
bag and ultimately all the hair is mailed to the
Locks of Love headquarters in Florida. Dyed hair.
is acceptable, however hair that has been recently
bleached or permed is considered damaged and
cannot be accepted. Hair must be at least ten
inches long. If the halr is curly it must be 10 inch-
es when straightened. ,
. Many HSA members Will be at the salon on
Saturday and one HSA officer and two members
will be donating their hair. The officers and vol- .
unteers will greet hair donors at the door, seat
them and hand out refreshments. Volunteering
is open to anyone.
"For a lot of people it's emotional so we do a lot
of talking to the volunteers at the doors. We also
take people's names and addresses so we help
them getregistered," said Ferber.
If you are interested in volunteering con-
tact Hannah Ferber· at 426-7220 or at
bsulol@yahoo.com. If you would like to do-
nate your hair, appointments are preferred
(though walk-ins are welcome) and can be made
with Boise Hair Company West at 376-7622.
For more information on Locks of Love visit
www.locksoflove.org
Terror panel-head
outlines strategy to
question Rice
BYCHARLES LANE
The Washington Post
WASHINGTON--The chairman of the national
commission investigating the Sept. 11, 2001, ter-
rorist attacks outlined his strategy Sunday for
questioning national security adviser Condoleezza
Rice when she appears for public testimony on
Thursday. .
Tom Kean, R, the
former governor
of New Jersey, told
NBC's "Meet the
Press" that the com-
mission would probe
Rice for any contra-
dictions between
her recollection of
the Bush administra-
tion's anti-terrorism
policy-making pro-
cess and those of for- .
mer national security Condoleeza Rlce·or
council counterterrorism aide Richard Clarke.
Rice will be before the committee for two and a
halfhours, "as long a session as we've had with any
witness," Kean said.
"We expect it to be very exciting," Kean said,
SEE RICE pago 2
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AbaIysis:Does the good
rtews onjohs have legs?
I'I
BY MARK z.BARABAKAND
MAURA REYNOLDS
Los Angeles TImes
With, it jaunty thumbs-up.
President Bush oil Friday eel-
ebratedthe nation's surprising
job growth .- easily the best
news his ie·election campaign
has gotten in some time.
Apart from the positive eco-
nomic signal it sent. the cre-
ation of more than 300,000 jobs
last month provided an enor-
mous "psychological lift and
welcome relief for Bush from
recent controversy over the
administration's anti-terrorism
efforts and this week's horrific
scenes from Fallujah, Iraq. The
statistics also undercut -- at
least for the time being _. one of
the Democrats' strongest argu- ,
ments against Bush: the net loss
of jobs since he took office.
The big question is whether
March's robust job growth can
be sustained for the next seven
months, through election day,
or if the sunny statistics merely
reflect a false spring. '
"If there are anemic numbers
released next month. everything
is off," said John McAdams. as-
sociate: professor of political
science at Marquette University
in Wisconsin. a battleground
state where a new poll showed
Bush and Kerry in a close fight.
"If more good numbers are
released next month and' the
month after that and the month
after that, Bush really has de-
fused a major Democratic talk-
ingpoint." '
Left with little choice Friday.
presumed Democratic presi-
dential nominee John F. Kerry
and his allies could only dispar-
age the newest job figures as
good.butnotgoodenough. '
"Even a blind squirrel can find
an acorn once in awhile." said
Leo Gerard, international presi-
dent of the United Steelworkers
of America, in a,conference call
arranged by Kerry's presidential
campaign. "Having a month of
some growth does not a jobs
program make."
Kerry. who is recovering from
shoulder surgery. issued a state-
ment welcoming the latest job
statistics. But he also noted the
loss of almost 2.6 million private
sector jobs under Bush. .
"America's families need and
deserve a new economic strat-
egy." the Massachusetts sena-
torsaid.
Democrats cited that net
job loss repeatediy in Friday's
scripted sound bites. hoping
that voters will view the recent
turnaround in the context of
the bigger -~ and gloomier .-
picture.
Both sides recognize that
to the landmark U.S. Supreme
Court decision in Lawrence v.
T'exas. which abolished anti·
sodomy laws. Just 17 years ear-
mosexuals. While the surveys lier. in Bowers v. Hardwick, the
consistently show that about high court had upheld Georgia's
two-thirds of Americans op- anti· sodomy law, essentially
pose gay marriage. they also agreeing that homosexuality
demonstrate remarkable shifts was a crime.
on numerous other fronts. For "In the Bowers case. the
example: court's opinion essentially trivi·
__ Public acceptance of gays' alized the lives of gay people,"
serving in the mllitary grewfrom said Herek. who helped prepare
51 pei~erif in a 1977 Gallup Poll" abolitionist briefs in both high-
to 80 percent in 2003. court cases. "In the Lawrence
__Acceptance of gays as el- opinion, the court recognized
ementary school teachers grew' the important role sex plays in
from 27 percent in 1977 to 61 people's lives, and recognized
percent over the same period. gay people as human beings.
__ A 19'99 Gallup survey The tone was so different. Itwas
showed that 59 percent would a tremendous change ...
vote for a well-qualified homo· Most historians mark the so-
sexual presidential' candidate. called Stonewall riots of 1969 as
up from 26 percent in 1978. the first flaring of gay militan-
"There's been an enormous cy. When gay men took to the
increase in tolerance ._ that's streets after police raided the
the bottom line," said Karlyn Stonew~InnbarinNewYork's
Bowman. who compiled the GreenWich Village. they showed
poll results for the institute. other gays that they need not be
Some of the factOrs fueling invisible or silent.
the changes have been related In response ,to pressure
to gays' own efforts. some h!lve from newly vocal gay groups.
not. Some factors have op- the American psychiatric
posed one another. some have Association in 1973 re-
been mutually reinforcing. Two moved homosexuality from
powerful societal forces associ· its Diagnostic and Statistical
ated with the 1960s -- the sexual Manual of Mental Disorders.
revolution and the civil-rights In Herek's view. that toppled
movement _. are credited with one of three pillars on which
driving the change in attitude. prejudice against gays tradi-
The emergence of widespread tionally rested. "Up tp that
contraception and a new insis- point. homosexuality ~ould be a
tenceon sexual privacy were .sin, a crime and a sickness, and
key elements in Americans' that took one of those away,"
evolving view of sexuality. ac- he said.
cording to Gregory Herek. a The 1970s also saw early at·
University of California-Davis' tempts to' include, gays in 10-
psychology professor and an cal anti-discrimination laws.
authority on sexual orientation Acceptance began to surge after
and prejudice. That a person's large numbers of gays began to
sexual behavior was his or her come out of the closet.
affair. and not society's, became "The act of coming out has
an accepted precept. probably been the single most
That philosophy led last year important determinant in
Gays
from page 1
pressive job growth continues,
is where all those new positions
are' being created. 'Gerard. the
, Steelworkers chief and Kerry
ally. suggested the jobs hardiy
would be worth having if they
were behind the counter at
Wendy's ,"assembl,ing ham-
burgers."
More'to the political point is
whether there have been tan-
, gible gains in the states likely to
decide the November election.
The latest state-by-state fig-
ures -- reflecting February em-
ployment -- showed continued'
job growth in Florida and im-
proving statistics in a handful of
other battlegrounds. including
Wisconsin and Oregon. But the
job losses continued to mount
in several other key states, espe-
cially in Missoun and Ohio.
"I don't think a day of good
news, or even a week or two
of good news. are going to do
the trick in Ohio." said Eric
Rademacher. director of the
nonpaitisan Ohio Poll, which
shows Bush and Kerry running
neck~and-neck in the state.
Added Rad~macher: "The
president really needs to see
a sustained period of positive
economic indicators that he can
then bring to the state."
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Franco has committed a horrible crime and is awaiting triaI;.:~
As he was sitting in jail wondering what will happen to him. ht;:·a
remembered back to his innocent days at.Boise State University.~~
and how Dr. Reed's law classes helped him understand the in~".:):
tricacies of the law. Since the crime he committed was serious-"'~"
enough to potentially warrant him being put to death. Franco' ~~:~
tried to remember what he learned on the topic of capital pun:':7:::~~
ishment.· ' " : ";,:.::.~
Capital punishment, also referred to as the death penalty, can.:~~
be defined as the legally sanctioned taking of a human life a~":~~
the penalty for violating certain criminal laws. The earliest es .. :""",~
tablished justice system to put executions into regular use wa~: ""~~
Babyloma's Hammurabi's Code in 1750 B.C. Almost without.:~<i
exception, all complex societies have used capital purushment:"'~~
at some time in their past. There have been numerous methods- ;: .:.:~
throughout human history on how this is carried out, including:~ ~'~~1
stoning, impaling. crucifixion, entombing. beheading., drown- ...<,:'e'
Ing, burning at the stake, hanging. gassing. firing squad. electro-: ':'"~ ,
cution, and lethal injection. All of these methods have proven- ;>".«1 .
effective in achieving the desired result (death). The only dif-: ,.;:;j
ferences are the amount of time it takes to reach that result. the : ~~
amount of suffering by the criminal. and any deterrent effect. .<::~!
Though capital purushment had been carried out in the U.S. ':";:~'"
for many years. it was not until 1930 that the federal govern-:-~::;~~
ment began to compile reliable records on executions from- :,.:.:,::~
both the federal and state levels. From 1930 to 1967 there were: ,~.::
3,859 executions, (1935 being the year with the highest number- ':, .• '
in U.S. history at 199 executions). There were no executions car->~,~;:~
ried out from 1968 through 1976. .• ::';;;;:1
In the 1972 case Furman v. Georgia, the U.S. Supreme Cour( ....:::,.1
held that federal and state capital purushment laws were "ar-",:.";:-I
bitrary and capricious". The Court ruled that the carrying ou( ....~~,~
of capital punishment was unconstitutional in that it violated·::-t;':~
the 8lh Amendment's ban on cruel and unusual punishment, af ....~~~ "
well as the due process guarantees of the 14th Amendment. In-:;#;;
order to avoid the Court's "arbitrary and capricious" objections~: ...{:~
states began to develop capital punishment laws that were eq"'::~>1
uitably administered. which resulted in two major categories:: ...~~:
The first category was labeled "guided discretion" and was up ••~~~~
held by the Supreme Court in the 1976 case Gregg v. Georgia:: ~"
This type of capital purushment was reasoned not to be un ~...-:;.,j
constitutional since it allowed courts the discretion to impostf. ...~1:;~
death sentences for specified crimes and provided for two-stage- ~~~
(or bifurcated) trials, involving the determination of a defen~"':~A
dant's guilt or innocence in the first stage and determination of'~~"'1
the sentence after consideration of aggravating and ~tigating>·::;;t~
circumstances in the second stage. The second category was a-:: ...;:,! '
mandatory death penalty for specific crimes. but this was rule4: "'~~'
unconstitutional in 1976 since it allowed no discretion beyond-;~-J
the determination of guilt. ,,:: ...~~
Capital Pllnisbment ~esumed in 1977 under the "guided dia.- ~~~
. cretion" laws. Multiple refinements have been made to the law;: ...~
such as the prohibition of execution for specific crimes (rap~;,,~~"
the unconstitutionality of executing those of a certain mentat~~'!
status (mentally retarded), minimum age requirements for ex ...;:
ecution eligibility. and the reqUirement that aggravating & miti~".
.gating factors be considered on an indlvidu~lzedb,asls. whll~·
victim's family testimony remains within the discretion of iliit.,..
prosecutor. ' ••~....
Currently. the federal government and 38 states have::,,:~
law,S that provide for capital punishment, while 12 states and'::~
the District of Columbia do not. Most executions are carried ou!> ""'~ .
against males with fewer than a dozen women executed since;~
1977. Southern states carry out the greatest percentage of eX7>:4!~ .
ecutions. Lethal injection is by far the most common method of~;~l
execution. The crime of murder is the most ~ommon reason for:>'~:~
execution. There have been 113 death row mmates exonerated, ;.;"";',,'
for the crime(s) they were convicted of (most due to DNA tests),>:>~
not counting those exonerated posthumously. .:::::·\~i:
This article is intended as a general review of various legal is.':::;~~~
sues. It should not be relied upon as a substitute for compre::: ...:~d
hensive legal advice. The information contained in this article::~~,.:l'
is strictly the opinion of the author and not necessarily the for:>:~~
mal position of Boise State University or The Arbiter. Submit·:~~j
your legal questions tel dreed@boisestate,edu ~~~~
I-.,.-----------------------".::~~,~:~l~:~~~~~• ..tr~.~:;~
coURI'ESY OF CAMPUS SECURITY ownor was able 10 provide a serial number. :: .~:!-'~
~,;>~,.
3/25/04 :~-i'~~
10 a.m. A vehicle was burglarized while , ~ 4'~""'.
pari<ed In the Chaffee Hall lot. The camper .~ "'''4"'
shell door was forced open and a largll amount-:: .j;
of personal property was stolen. .' .r!"~~,~~,.~~~
~2~04 ~~~~~
6:30 p.m. Sometime over tha past couple .-:.,.~",,,~
of days a bike was slolen from a rack near ,- ~..~.~
Chaffee Hall. The cable lock had been cutarnJo" .... ~:,
left al tha scene. The owner of the bike was ,- ""~i.~'
ablalo provide a serial number. ,- ... ~'.:q.dj$;
3/29/04 .~ ~'..:Y!..
B:30 a.m. A theft of molor vehicle parts from a ~
BS~ned vehicle was reported. Ills thoughl" _ "" •
thaI the theft occurred oVer night. 'I.s
perception is more important
for most voters than economic
statistics. Indeed, few know that
better than the president him-
self. whose father lost re-elec-
tion in 1992 largely as a result of
discoritent over the economy· -
which was beginning a decade-
long boom in the final months
of his administration.
The key is timing: President
Reagan won a landslide re-elec-
tion in 1984 after presiding over
a steeper downturn than his
successor. President George
H.W. Bush. The difference was
the Reagan recovery began ear-
lier in his first term, giving voter
perceptions a chance to catch
up with reality.
That is one reason the young-
er Bush and his campaign aides
were so delighted with Friday's
job report. .
"The most important factor is
where (the voters) view the na-
tion's economy within the last
year. not the last four years."
said Matthew Dowd, the poll-
ster for the president's reelec-
tion effort. '
Dowd noted that since
August, the economy has cre-
ated 760.000 jobs -- a figure
Bush also cited as he stumped
Friday in the coal-country of
West Virginia. '
What remains to be seen,
apart from whether March's im-
3/20/04
10:45 p.m. A vehicle was burgl_rtzed while
the owner attended a concert at,the Pavilion.
A BoIse CItY Police officer latl!f recovered the
stoI~ property. The owner was 1oCa1'lll and
his property was ",turned 10 him.
3/21/04
4:30 p.m. A bike was reported stolen from
a rack near DrIscoll Hall. This occurred
sometime after 4 p.m. on 03/20/04. The
'LEGAL
Capital
punishment
BYDR. DECATEUR REED
Legal Columnist
Times staff writer ROllald
BrowlIStelll cOllnibuted to tills story. •
Rights Campaign, founded in
1980, and the AIDS Coalition
to Umeash Power (ACTUP, be-
gun in 1987) were ~merging as
a powerful force, lobbying the
federal government and agi-
tating for stepped-up AIDS re-
·search.
Then came Bill Clinton. With
his election as president. gays
had their most 'powerful ad-
vocate ever and. according to
opinion polls' •. the early '90s
marked the greatest upswing in
public acceptance of gays.
Clinton "appointed gay peo-
ple to high office," Herek said.
"That sort of moved the bar to
a new level where gay people
were considered to be full citi-
zens by a significant portion of
the American people."
Although debate and legal
battles continue over gay mar-
riage. the attitudes of today's
young people, scholars said, au-
gur for further advances in gay
acceptance in the fufure.
Polls show people ages 18 to
29 are far more likely than their
elders to be tolerantly disposed
toward gays. A national survey
of 1.000 hig.lt school seniors,
conducted in 2001 by students
'at Hamilton College in ass,o-
elation with the Zogby polling
organization, found that 66
percent favored legalizing gay
marriage -- more than double
the percentage found in polls
of adults.
"National organizations with-
in the gay world are presenting
themselves as just plain folks --
'We're ordinary citizens. We're .
just like everybody else. So let
us in. We're going to behave just
the way you want us to behave ...•
Duberrnan said. "As a people
we've had a different historical
experience. just as black people
have. The mainstream needs to
know what we know."
the change in public:: opinion
polls," said Brad Sears, who di-
rects the Wll!iams Project on
Sexual Orientation Law at tlle
University of California-Los
Angeles Law School. "People
learn that this isn't some kind
of abstract, foreign, exotic crea-
ture. This is somebody who
lives down the street."
Especially persuasive. psy-
chologists said. is learning that
a family member Is gay. "Uyour
notion of a gay man was some-
one lurking in the park looking
for sex .- now it's your son," said
Cornell University psychology
professor Daryl Bem, who has
studied how attitudes change
In society. "It's hard to regard
them as a sinner or as a second-
class citizen, because we want
our children to be happy."
Scholars describe the dynam-
ic of social acceptance as self-
accelerating -- the more gays
come out of the closet. the more
heterosexuals come to know
gays and feel more tolerant to-
ward them; in turn. the greater
atmosphere of tolerance allows
more gays to come out.
Nothing, however, galva-
nized gays as much as the AIDS
epidemic that descended with
such devastating results in the
1980s.
The AIDS crisis, said UC Davis
sociologist Stephen Russell.
"changed the gay community's
thinking from sexuality being
an individual thing to the poli-
tics of sexualIty. People real-
ized it was not OK to just be left
alone to your sexual identity.
but that government and pub-
lic attitudes were matters of life
and death for gay people."
Countless media images
of 'gay people caring for their
stricken and dying partners
went beyond stereotypes of
gay behavior. Meanwhile, gay
organizations from the Human
Campus Crime Log
3/15/04
B a.m. Two IndMduals were slopped lor
Jaywalking al University/Bronco (:Ircle. Both
had outstanding warrants and were taken
10 jail. '
3/15/04
12:10 p.m. A bike was slolen from the Uberal
Arts Building sometlma between 10 a.m. and
noon.
3/i5/04
7 p.m. A bike was ",ported stolen from 950
U1sk. The theft occurred someUme over the
past couple of days.
3/16/04
2 a.m. M unknown suspacll~ ofl200
firecrackers In the hallway et Cha:tee Hall.
3/16/04
2:30 p.m. A locked bike was reported slolen
from Towel'S Hall. This occurred sOlTllltime
over tha past couple 01days. Because the
owner was able to provide a serial number,
the bike has been entared Inlo a nalional
computer dalabasa and will be traced back 10
'him II recovered or pawned.
3/29/04
9:30 a.m. A minor vandalism o<:curred In the
Uberal Arts Building over spring break. The'"
are no suspaclleads as of yet.
Rice
gressman from Indiana. denied
suggestions that the committee
might go easy on Rice because
t.he commission's executive di-
rector, Philip Zelikow. is close
to her.
Zelikow ·served on the na-
tional security council staffwith
Ri<;e during the first Bush ad-
ministration, and later co-wrote
a book with her. Some fam-
ily members of Sept. 11 victims
have said in recent press reports
from page 1
"because we want to know so
much. . . . We want to know
what she heard and what she
knew. and of course what dif-
ferences there may be between
her, Mr. Clarke ana a number of
other people we've heard."
Kean and Vice Chairman Lee
Hamilton, D, a former con-
,,
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How is RADAR like
a KAYAK?
Get answers. Anytime. Any~here.
Real-time answers from resl librarians
Accurate, up-to-date information
24 hours a"day, 7 days a week
,And, it's all fr~eJ
3/29/04
2:30 p.m. A locked bike was slolen over spring
break from a rack near Driscoll Hall. The
owner provided a serial number.
that could taint the commis-
sion's deliberations.
But Kean said that neither he
nor Hamilton had found "any
evidence to indicate in anyway
that he's partial to anybody
or anything. In fact, he's be~n
much tougher. I thillk. than a
lot of people would have liked
him to be."
Kean said that the commis-
sion and the White House are
"planning" to have a final ~eport
finished and avallable to the
public by July. but he acknowl-
edged in response to questions
from Tim Russert that he could
not guarantee an early release
date. The White House will
vet the report to protect intel-
ligence sources and, methods,
a process that could become
time-consuming. -
He insisted. however, that
"we're not going to let them dis-
tort our report. ..
03/30/04
11:45 a.m. M outside lamp was stolen from
1113 Denver. There are no suspeelleads.
As you can eillell, bike theft season Is back
In full swing. Thare has never e better time
than now to register your bike he'" al tha Ada
County substation. It's last, free end ellectivel
The UtIle silver sticker we provide mlghl not be
much of a delerrent to. a detannlned thief. but
having the serial number on file Is Important
when It comes 10 recovery.
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LEARN ABOUT YOUR PROFESSORS
AND FIND THE ONE FOR YOU
NOW AVAILABLE FOR BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
PAGE 4
LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
I
• 1,
.1,
We encourage readers to voice their opinions for publication .
Please submit letters to the editor to editor@arbiteronllne.com
and include name, contact numberand standing at Boise State
University. Letters may be subject to editing. The Arbiter cannot ver-
ify the accuracy a/statements made in letters to the editor; they reflect
the opinion ofth» writer. Readers may also post their comments at
www.arblteronllne.com
Why do we need
the government's
pennission to
marry anyway?
Dear Editor,
All this talk about gay mar-
riage rights recently got me
thinking on the issue. Many
people would think that I'm
biased about it, being a gay
man myself. In truth, I don't
really have an opiriion on the
issue either way, if you can
believe that. As such, I de-
cided to examine both points
of view as much as possible.
While studying the issue, I
came to a realization-why
is marriage regulated by
the government in the first
place?
For a majority of people in
this country, a marriage isn't
truly valid unless performed
by a religious official. Why
then, do we need a certificate
from the government say"
ing that what exists between
two people is 'legitimate' and
what Isnott So then, what
good is a marriage license?
Having the state recognize
one form or many forms of
marriage doesn't make those
forms more or less meaning-
ful to the people involved.
If tomorrow gay marriages
were approved, would that
somehow make traditional
marriages less valuable or
less important? Of course it
wouldn't. Marriage is what
you make of it, not wheth-
er your little piece of paper
has lines for the "bride and
groom" or "spouse one and
spouse two". So here's a
thought-since it serves no
point, why not just do away
with state-sponsored mar-
riage all together?
Name withheld by request
Atheist nations
couldn't do worse
than religious
nations
Dear Editor,
Not to interfere in the On-
going argument for and
against the idea of an "athe-
ist nation", but I have to add
my two cents to what Mr.
Christensen wrote on March
18 of 2004.
I seem to recall that all of
Western culture was once
united under one Christian
church. The time period was
the Dark Ages. Individuals
branded heretics were
maimed, tortured, and killed.
That church also gave us
the crusades, witch-hunts,
and intense disregard for sci-
entific advances. Some uto-
pian paradise that would be.
James R.Rodriguez
Physics Junior
Support BSU's
Classified Staff
BY AU ISHAQ
Special to The Arbiter
On behalf of the students
of Boise State University, I'd
like to sincerely thank our
classified employees and
staff. This is a community
that despite many hardships
has continued to serve Boise
State.
Our classified employees
are a diverse community
ranging from the men and
women who take care of the
campus grounds to the staff
who set up our appoint-
ments with teachers, advis-
ers and administrators. This
is a community who has a
deep love for Boise State and
a community that you and I,
as students, need to look af-
ter and appreciate.
At a function last semester,
I was surprised at the vast
number of years so many of
them have spent here. There
were so many staff-members
who had been here for over
10, 20, even 30 years. Their
longevity at this institution
betrays a sincere loyalty to
the larger Boise State com-
munity. This genuine love
for Boise State is evident in
the many ways that classified
staff directly and indirectly
help students.
Classified staff clearly are
not here for the money. The
State of Idaho is notorious
for lagging on wages for state
employees. On average, clas-
sified staff at Boise State re-
ceive 7 percent less than they
would if they went into pri--
vate work. Sadly, this means
that many of them live on in-
comes that qualify as below
poverty.
In response to this, the
Association of Classified
Employee (ACE) initiated a
program designed to help
buy meals for classified em-
ployees while they are on the
job. There were many an-
ecdotal stories of staff going
with little if any meals.
The program was imme-
diately overwhelmed. The
sheer number of people who
qualified was sobering, and
there wasn't enough money
to accommodate those eligi-
ble. TIAA-CREF, donated the
seed money. Aramark, see-
ing the need, matched these
funds by 50 percent. Faculty
and staffhave also been help-
ing, and now, ASBSU is join-
ing. As one of our last acts
inASBSU, the executive staff
unanimously decided that
we are also putting money
toward this commendable
program.
The money isn't much, but
we hope that it is a gift that
embodles our (students) re-
spect for classified staff, and
an acknowledgement of their
hard work and dedication
to us, the students at Boise
State.
Next time you walk into
your teacher's office for an
appointment, or pass by the
employees who mow the
grass and clean the build-
ings-smile. Take a second
and thank them for their
hard work and dedication.
Tell them that we know and
appreciate their loyalty, and
most of all that we acknowi-
edge and commend their
service.
Ishaq is the former ASBSU
president
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Pop Culture University
BY AUBREY SALAZAR
Columnist
Aburgeoning trend in the cur-
riculum at colleges and univer-
sities is the addition of courses
dealing with different aspects
of pop' culture. This trend has
seeped into every area of study
and is quickly becoming an en-
gine for discussion and debate
in the academic world. While
Boise State University may not
be jumping on the bandwagon
just yet, spicing up some of the
duller course work may not be
such a bad idea.
The University of California at
Berkeley has been doing this for
years. With classes such as, "The
Poetry and History of Tupac
Shakur" and a class devoted to
deconstructing the hit HBO se-
ries, "Sex and the City", among
other alluring subjects. The uni-
versity has been breaking down
the stereotypes of what aca-
demia should embrace. Siena
Heights University has a course
based on "The Simpsons" tele-
vision show. For three credits
at the University of Alabama, a
student can enroll in "College
Football U.S.A." or "The Boys
of Summer," which is devoted
to baseball, complete with field
trips to museums.
The surprising aspect is which
collegiate disciplines are now
entwining the pop culture fer-
vor. Sociology, English, and film
departments have always been
intrinsically inclined to offer
courses which deal with con-
temporary focuses. Now, profes-
sors of philosophy, music, eco-
nomics, marketing, and history
are creatively' introducing their
concepts and research through
pop culture means.
Dara Goldman, a professor of
Latin American and Caribbean
literatures and cultures at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-
-Champaign, teaches a class
called, "Urban Desires: Sex &: the
City and Caribbean Cultures."
The class does not wholly de-
vote itself to the popular show,
but rather extracts themes and
issues from it-for example:
sex, urban proximity, lifestyles,
and values. When educators like
Goldman extend their tradition-
al curriculum to something stu-
dents can relate to, it is greeted
with enthusiasm and enhanced
participation.
Nothing sounds better to me
than taking an urban economics
course and, between anaiyzing
supply and demand curves, per-
haps decomposing the lyrics of
a Dilated Peoples album to em-
phasize the differences between
the haves and have-nots. With
songs titled, "Global Dynamics",
"Trade Money", and their hit
song, "Worst Comes to Worst",
students may have a better op-
portunity to gain a perspective
than simply reviewing statistics
and classical studies. Music has
always been waiting in the wings
for its chance at serious academ-
ic scrutiny.
. At a Stanford University con-
ference a few years ago, the
music, lyrics, and poetry of Bob
Dylan were cast into the intellec-
tual limelight. Some academic
stiffs shuddered, and mourned
what they thought was the des-
ecration of meaningful academ-
ic research. Others were more
open minded, contending that
diversity and progressiveness
were finally penetrating the rigid
and dated higher education sys-
tem. If critics were dizzy about
Dylan in the classroom, they
may get absolutely appalled
about what the Berkeley College
of Music is offering.
A New York Times article re-
ported that the Berkeley. College
of Music has enrolled students
in a turn-tabling class. Music
students-throw out your flutes,
cellos, and violins, and start
scratching the vinyl. Electronic
music has moved from the
dance club to the classroom.
Stephen Webber wrote a book
called Turntable Technique, The
Art of the OJ and is also teaching
the class at Berkeley.
"It's the biggest thing that is
bubbling just right underneath
the mainstream right now. Once
you realize what it sounds like
. and what it is, you hear it ev-
erywhere," said Webber in the
Times article. One question that
may arise at Boise State may be
how to invigorate the curricu-
lum without putting stress on
resources.
UC Berkeley has "de-cal" class-
es, which stands for Democratic
Education at Cal. Students lead
these classes and although the
student instructor creates the
curriculum. everyone in the
class is basically on an even keel.
The topics of the classes range
from the truly outrageous to
the very necessary. Universities
in the presence of rising educa-
tion costs overlook all of-them.
Moreover, there is an Underly-
ing resistance by middle-age
professors and administrators
to the radical movement .ef pop
culture in higher education.
Universities, including,' Boise
State would do well to be.aware
ofits audience.
Students will consume) pop
culture much faster than: they
will ever consume education, so
why not fuse the two together.
The result: Interested Wid ex-
cited students who will begin to
bond with the academic materi-
al. Entice students and glve.in to
our. millennial culture, because
a curious and fascinated student
is a paying student.
My picks for a 'de-bot'
(Democratic Education at Boise
State) class: 'The Art of Pickup
Lines,' 'How to Plan a Road
Trip,' 'Reality Shows: Friend or
Foe?' or '50 Ways to Get Out of a
Speeding Ticket.'
.J
The United Nations deserves more respect from Idahoans
BYJEFFERSON DAY
Special to The Arbiter
in the death camps, the United
States could no longer ignore
the horrors of Nazi genocide,
and vowed that such a tragedy
should never happen again. The
sensible world mourned with the
victims of the Holocaust, and de-
manded to create an organiza-
tion that would prevent any such
atrocity ever agaIn. The United
States and world came together
and created the United Nations
as an answer to their demands.
Ten years ago this week, the
Rwanda genocide began, (April
6, 1994). The extremist Hutus for
the next 100 days would vicious-
ly hunt down men, women, and
children from the Tutsi tribe and
murder them-usually by hack-
ing them to death. Over 800,000
would be murdered in this time
frame, making up 10 percent of
Rwanda's population. Although
it was clear from day one that
genocide was happening in
Rwanda, the U.S. and most of
the other developed nations
never intervened directly. Oniy
the UN was there to try to stop
the genocide from the very be-
ginning. Unfortunately, the UN
had to rely on troops from de-
veloped nations to stop the kill-
ing, since they had so few of their
I remember last autumn I re-
turned to Boise after a three-
month stay in Central America.
I expected to be greeted by a
sign that would say, "Welcome
to Boise, City of Trees," Instead,
Iwas given the finger by a bill-
board outside of Micron that
begged U.S. citizens to get rid of
the United Nations. My stomach
churned as if I just watched The
Pianist or Schindler's List, To mv
horror, I found out not just rich
advertisers were spreading this
propaganda, but many Boise cit-
izens agreed that the UN should
be dismantled because they
claimed the international orga-
nization does not do anything.
President Wilson demanded
for a League of Nations after see-
ing the unnecessary slaughter
reign unchecked in Europe dur-
ing War World I. His pleas came
on deaf ears in the United States,
since the United States was ex-
tremely isolationist at the time.
So, the United States did noth-
ing to prevent the Holocaust
before WW II. After seeing the
thousands and thousands of in-
nocent Jewish corpses lined up
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own. (Part of this lack of troops
was from the lack of UN funds.
The U.S. Senate refused to pay
their UN dues in 1994.) As tens
of thousands of Rwandans were
slaughtered each day, some-
times in havens like churches,
the UN begged and begged for
the United States to send troops
for peacekeeping. In order to
escape any moral obligation to
help prevent the massacres, the
United' States government first
pretended that the Rwanda crisis
couldn't be defined as genocide.
Then president Bill Clinton stat-
ed that the United States should
oniy intervene with peacekeep-
ing support when it serves our
national interests. The oath to
prevent genocide was broken
by the United States, but not by
the United Nations. With only a
few thousand troops, UN troops
were able to protect and save
thousands of refugees, although
their enemies had far greater
numbers. At times, scarce re-
sources required two or three
unarmed UN peacekeepers to
bravely protect churches full
of women and children agaInst
fully armed enemy troops. Near
the end of the genocide, French
troops would also help the UN
-:
forces save refugees. If only we
and other developed nations
would have supported the UN,
hundreds of thousands of lives
could have been saved. .',
After reading what happened
in Rwanda, can we be ignorant
to say that the United Nations
does nothing? How many .more
Tutsis would have been slaugh-
tered if the UN never existed? .,'
If anything, the United States
should be ashamed for not sup-
porting the UNmore. We should
also be ashamed that Ted'Tumer .
had to donate a billion dollars to
the UN to make up for t]1e UN
dues the U.S. refused to pay. If
we had listened to the UN be-
fore invading Iraq, Condoleezza
Rice would be sleeping more
and sweating less. Thousands
of lives would have been spared, .
and there would be less interna-
tional anti-American sentiment.
I am not always pleased' with
the United Nations' policies,
but I know the UN has ma'de the
world more peaceful and has de-
terred more terrorism th~ any
Iraq war ever will. ' .
. ,
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straight, introvert/extrovert, homosexual/bisexual behavior
male/female," he said. "The by apparently straight men and
funniest guy was a gay black women. The latter forced me to
guy. He was so flamboyant, he reconsider the nature of human
didn't give a fuck what he said." sexuality. However, significant
Medicine Hat has been do- others watching from the audi-
ing his hypnosis act for 13 years ence needn't worry - too much.
now. Before that, he performed Medicine Hat didn't make
stand-up comedy for 10 years the women physically inter-
at nightclubs while working act with the men or vice versa.
in a slaughterhouse by day. Participants did comment fa-
Medicine Hat said he switched vorably towards some of the ...
to hypnotism after catching a err ... 'surgical enhancements'
comedian who used hypnosis on other volunteers generously
in his act. provided by Medicine Hat.
"He wasn't dirty or real funny, Throughout the show,
but he was quick," Medicine Medicine Hat often comment-
Hat said, adding that many hyp- ed, "This is good Christian fun."
notists take up to 40 minutes to I doubt my mother would agree
put their subjects under. _ with that assessment, though
Inspired by the act, Medicine his act was defmitely fun, but
Hat developed his own routine not for the faint of heart.
and perfected his induction The performance proved
technique, which takes six to enormously successful, with
eight minutes on average. many repeat customers in the
As readers should real- audience. Medicine Hat said
lze by now, this is not a fam- his popularity is due to the adult
ily-friendly affair. Medicine content.
Hat runs participants through "Nobody wants to see their
several bits, including instan- grandmother act like a chick-
tanious orgasms - achieved by en," Medicine Hat said. "They
tapping the subject on the fore- 'want to see her llS a 21-year-old
head, the attachment of genita- waitress at Applebee's."
lia to, rather unusual locations Ryan Fay, who handles pro-
on the body and enthusiastic motional day work at the Funny
Bone, said Medicine Hat is
very popular when he swings
through town.
"He is definitely one of our-
good headlining acts," Fay said,
addlng that the Funny Bone
plans to book Medicine Hat
again this summer. Fay also
confirmed Medicine Hat's abil-
ity to pull in repeat audience
members partly due to the ben-
eficial hypnotic suggestions he
provides to participants at the
show's conclusion.
"There's this one woman who
comes almost every show, who
has lost 200 or more pounds
due to the hypnotic sugges-
tions," Fay said. .
Medicine Hat said he enjoys
working In Boise and is consid-
ering moving here.
"I love It up here," he said.
"This Is one of the nicest cities
I work. I'm thinking o(basing
out of here."
Additionally, he had high
praise for a local tattoo artist.
"One of the best tattooists in
the county Is In Boise," referring
to Josh Petty at Imperial Body
Art. Medicine Hat said he has
had eight tattoos done by Petty
during trips to Boise.
;,,;_, , M e d I c i n e
~t~1~~..,. Hat, famous
~~'\' r - or infamous
'l'U hypnotist/
.\Y_'\ , com e d I a n r
L,,,!,',,- performed an
~" ",. astounding
~.:!",_." • rated-'X' show
~:.'" . at the Funny
" ... -Bone, Monday In Boise. The
'/:>special engagement, In which
Li~",Medlcine Hat upped the ante
:"":'on his already risque brand of
'1:';\ comedy, sold out the venue and
.';(';'shocked audience members
<,;::",1vithan outrageously funny and
..'I', 'taboo-bending night.
After opening act Shawn
.F'.; Gnandt warmed up the crowd,
,,~q, Medicine Hac took the stage
i: ;."with about 10 minutes of stand-
"!'I,OP; during which he made
..; Wlotoo-true jokes about the
I, ~ "::rreasure Valley: riffing on the
""''Connector, the ten command-
I" 'I;ments statue and Bolseans'
..:;j;,'driving habits - we apparently
k.
1
.
1
:... ';;':l,drive like maniacs.1'1 Then, Medicine Hat brought
t 1\ I'.'.',·on the hypnotic Induction pro-
\ j"t,;~ess after a tongue-in-cheek
! ;;;"cwamlng-Ithlnk.
~";~:~"If I leave the room, you'll
;", ' ..wake up within three to five
:" 11. minutes," Medicine Hat said.
"I have seen two to three days,
but three to five minutes. is my
average."
After the lights were dimmed,
_.. _new-age Instrumental music
began to play and Medicine
Hat walked his 12 volunteers
;.,::~through the induction process
" .With a relaxing, but charismatic
voice. participants were asked
to stare at a multi-colored spin-
o "':'I1ing light as they listenedhls
I ': ;~; .hypnotic suggestions.
.(, \. " "My entire career depends on
';',;','[,an $11 light from Wal-Mart,"
Medicine Hat said after the
t'~'!"l....show.
";;;,,,; .The Induction process, which
'.I:~:lJlasted approximately eight
~.I;~<'mlnutes, was very successful.
,:(Je~..> .:0."o"'"i.' -===-----------------=----------a------------------------
~Ji~ ~ i~J ...-;-
,:,c~CD REVIEW
' ..h",,,. ~-~
____ L.ldlUlUIISldlollr - ,." . ' . "~~.,r BUV 1-g81tlf8lfdrlnlls.~---~-Dra~,.. ~~~~~~'---+-
\ (limit 2) , .- '.
t,.==:t!~~=~~..,,_~..=\ii~.=='",'~~=.=;~\Iv~<- -'." . ~' ..=..~u.. ......_ ..... -,.;...-~.....;---~Ji, ..~!.-~~ ......--,.;...-:.:...--
~~!.i.).
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BY ANDY BENSON
Edltor-in-Chief
male participant said his baby
was a girl and estimated she
weighed about eight pounds.
Headded that he would name
her Heather, which elicited
approving 'oohs' from the au-
dience. He seemed quite the
proud father - or mother i..
. Medicine Hat later trans-
formed the volunteers into
prostitutes and told two of the
guys that they were a gay pros-
tltutiqn team, prompting the
following exchange between
Medicine Hat and one of the
guys:
"I he,;rrd you guys were a
team ...
"Yeah, we come together .. .'
After the show, Medicine Hat
sat down for a quick Interview.
When asked about who makes
the best hypnosis subject, he
said there was no Ideal cat-
egory .
"I've had so many types - gay/
Medicine Hat hypnotized al-
most everyone on stage, as well
as . three audience members.
After he pared down his volun-
teers to four women and three
men - and revived the three
audience members -- Medicine
Hat jumped into the show,
He ran his volunteers through
a hilarious and raunchy set;
much ofwhich, in consideration
of community values, shouldn't
be repeated here. But, I'll give
you a taste anyway.
In one segment, Medicine
Hat informed his male partlci-
pants that they were suddenly
six months pregnant. As If that
weren't enough, he then pro-
ceeded to Identify a male audi-
ence member as the responsi-
ble party - one who didn't even
bother to call after the tryst.
Medicine Hat provided each
participant the opportunity to
give their Impregnator a piece
of their mind, after telling them
to stay In their chair, of course.
"If I could get off this chair
right now, I'd kick your ass,"
one guy shouted angrily. And
then, In a slightly hurt voice,
"Do you think this feels good?
It's not so easy."
Medicine Hat told the audi-
ence that his subjects had .to
stay seated due to an unfortu-
nate incident earlier In his ca-
reer when one man leapt off the
stage and attacked the Innocent
audience member, knocking
out a few teeth in the process.
"This went bad once,"
Medicine Hat said. "All It took
was that one lawsuit,"
After the participants told off
the Irresponsible guy who cold-
ly dlssed them, Medlcine Hat
told them they were now nine
months pregnant and about to
give birth. He quickly ran them
through some Lamaze breath-
ing and told the guys, who by
this point had assumed the stir-
rups position without any out-
side instruction, to catch their
babies as they were delivered.
After a successful delivery, one
activists. During the course of the
siege, two AIM actlvlf<ts were killed
and 12 were wounded, Including two
marshals. The incident resulted in
the arrest of nearly 1,200 AIM par-
ticipants and supporters.
Medicine Hat said AIM members
questioned his involvement when he
arrived at Wounded Knee.
"They said, 'what are you doing
here. You're too young.", Medicine
Hat recounted. "I said 'Indian war-
riors start at age nine.'''
"I got caught up In It," he added.
"That was my cause, 'that was my
heritage."
Medicine Hat said his involvement
came at a price. He was shot In the
arm by a FBI agent and charged with
armed Insurrection against federal
agents, resulting In a one-year stay In
jail. However, Medicine Hat said his
actions were motivated by the plight
of Native Americans in a whlte-doml-
J. Medicine Hat has a somewhat
surprising history for a hypnotist!
comedian - political activist/milI-
tant. As a 13-year-{)ld, Medicine Hat
hopped on a bus In 1973 and snuck
Into Wounded Knee, then occupied
by a Native American rights move-
ment called the American Indian
Movement and surrounded by the
FBI, U.S. Marshals, and National
Guard. AIM occupied Wounded
Knee to protest discrimination
against American Indians in the U.S.
In general, but the move was fueled
by the murder of a young Lakota
Native American ,by a white man
who was only charged with 2"" de-
gree manslaughter. The occupation
quickly gained intemational media
attention and prompted fadorill and
state authorities; armed with .50
caliber machlneguns, armored per-
sonnel carriers and helicopters, to
conduct a 7l-day standoff with the
"i:"Hl"
,.,j ;;'"
~~l;r. nocturnal music: West Coast style
1j ,"l,-
. '_1(; 11' i·~.
ri~.~·;," '.
~-#i;:q
"'l;~"f.,-·r,.
gin', and a free-for-all attitude.
In fact, that pretty much de-
scribes every song on tl1e CD.
Knoc himself looks like a pre-
pimp clone of Snoop's long-
lost half brother with his lanky
body, braids, and serious per-
sona. Track seven, a personal
favorite titled "Peepin Tom"
makes multiple references to
classic rap anthems and strings
them together in a creative and
catchy mix:
"It's the formula/ Murder
was tl1e case that they gave me/
Dear God, I wonder can you
Timbaland, and others.
By putting so many heavy hIt-
ters on tl1e album, Knoc makes
a strong statement of wanting to
make this album another west
coast classic. But will It happen?
With the exception of the beat
in "Click Clic,k" (tl1e gun cock-
ing should have been left to 50
Cent) the beats throughout the
album are bangln' and exactly
what people have come to de-
mand of west coast rappers.
The CD Is reminiscent of a
Snoop Dog record, with refer-
rals to ho's, bitches, sex, thug-
BY DANAKA OLIVER
A&EWriter Overall, the album
is good. Irate il
a 7 out of 10and
encourage you
to pick ilap lor
riding inyour car
or partying with
biends. -
f ..41 .....
'I.";' :.Fresh out of alcohol rehab
.!.-;~-lJIld backed by some of tl1e
'i;~"imost prominent artists on tl1e
" q~ ,iwest coast, Knocturnal is poised
"!~J'J~d ready to become the west
_:;; ,.t;oast's next rap star. His re-
;/1'," ,cently released debut album,
" The. Way I Am, includes ap-
'pearances by Snoop Dogg, Nate
Dogg, Lil' Mo, Xzibit, Warren G
and more. He boasts a strong
production team made up of
the infamous Dr. Dre, DJ Quick,
Home Parties
for lodies.".
RomalKl Spedolim
lcs1eIvlly present
RomalKl EnhalKlmenl
p.~1il!;!ri!
& more In the llH1llort
of your 0IlIhom.. '
nated society.
"It always struck a chord with
me," Medicine Hat said. "It's always
struck my heart, [with] what's going
on with these god-damned reserva-
tions."
After his Incarcer~tlon. Medicine
Hat said he had a tough time read-
justing to high school 'after his ex-
periences In jail, evidenced by his
reaction to a common form of high
school punishment.
"My folks made me go back to
high school, which was pointless.
Detention ... what the fuck is deten-
tion?"
Medicine Hat is stili Involved
in Native American Issues. Duke
Staggs, a graduate student In BSU's
History Department, helped orga-
.nlze the third biennial First Nations
Conference, held in March of 2002.
Staggs, whose cousin also par-
ticipated in the AIM occupation at
Wounded Knee, sought out M~diclne
Hat during an appearance In Boise.
Skaggs arranged for Medicine Hat
and Skaggs' cousin to meet remi-
nisce about the events at Wounded
Knee.
"They went off into a side room
and talked for an hour and a half."
Skaggs said.
Skaggs also asked Medicine Hat to
perform at the conference. Medicine
Hat agreed and performed three free
shows.
"He didn't ask for a dime," Staggs
said, adding that Medicine Hat stili
actively supports Native' American
Issues. "He does a lot for the na-
tive people, and he has a big heart
.., every time Iask anything of him,
he does it......
-Andy Benson
save me/ Dear mama, Brenda
had a baby/ Hard times got a
nigga goin' crazy."
Knoc's voice has a life of Its
own. The man could call me
and read tl1e menu at mop
and It would sound like plati-
num. The album is full of witty
wordplays and melodic hooks,
evident on "The Way IAm" and
"LoveL.A,"
The man makes It obvious
tl1at he truly loves his state. The
beats will keep your head nod-
ding all tl1e way through, but If
you're listening for content, you
may hit a speed bump. On track
13 after Knoc promotes, glori-
fies, and makes commentary on
tl1e gangsta, mack-a-ho, thug
way of life; he claims that he
wishes tl1e world wasn't tl1eway
it Is and wants a better day for
tl1e children. A little confusing,
but Its just music not a political
statement right? Not exactly.
The album also includes ref-
erences to putting the Statue ot'
Uberty in a body bag and mail-
ing It back to France ("Broken in
Half'). Well, whatever.
, Overall, tl1e album Is good. I
rate it a 7 out of 10 and encour-
age you to pick it up for riding
in your car or PartYing with
friends. The enhanced CD can
also be put into a PC for access
to news, appearances, photos,
and contests. For more infor-
mation on Knoc and his music,
visit www.knockturnaimusic.
com.
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me that Ihad contracted this dis- •
ease, I was baffled. Iknew noth- D .
ing of it. How did I contract it? . lr..· ..th.What is it? And what will it do
to my body? We hear so much
about other sexually transmitted
diseases, but not this one. More D' .
people need tobeawareofHPV 'rew' .since it is rarely ever mentioned. .. . .
Damned by Disease
Damned by Disease,
Sexeducation classes through-
out our school years taught us
about some sexually transmit-
ted infections (STls). Of the
most talked about are, herpes,
syphilis, gonorrhea, chlamyd-
ia, and HIV. The talk might've
briefly mentioned other names
such as human papilloma virus
(HPV), but never was there a de-
tailed explanation to what any
of them were, the symptoms to
look out for or how they will af-
fect the human body.
HPV is mostly known as a sex-
ually transmitted infection, even
though there are other ways of
contracting the disease (which
has over 100 forms). Many peo- ly pap smear does not detect
ple have "not heard of it, which HPV either, but the test results
leads a person to believe that will return abnormal. Of course,
the disease is rare. This is quite several things can make a pap
the contrary. HPV is more com- abnormal and must be taken
mon than any of the other STls into consideration. If and when
already mentioned above, along your pap smear returns abnor-
with others you've heard about. mal, you - the patient - need to
So why haven't we been more request to be tested for all STIs.
informed on the detalls of HPV HPV cannot be cured.
ifitisindeedacommonsexually Sometimes the body's own lm-
transmitted infection? mune system will suppress the
Detection of HPV is more virus, but there are no medical
complicated than that of most . cures. HPV has various stag-
other common STIs. Genital es-from genital warts that may
warts are the one visual that disappear after a few months or
would signify the possibility of possibly two years, to cervical
the presence of HPV. However, cancer. Even if the warts dlsap-
warts can signify several differ- pear a person can still be infect-
ent diseases and viruses. A year- ed by HPV. The worst possible
POETRY
Good ratings, had news:
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BYUSA DE MORAES
The Washington Post
Who hasn't experienced the
devastation of losing a favorite
prime-time lV series. Saying
goodbye to all those fictitious
people who have been such
an important part of your life,
knowing you now have noth-
Ing to chat about at the water
cooler-it can be pretty pain-
ful, particularly if the cancel-
lation took you by surprise be-
cause many other series were
suffering far worse ratings. But
sadly, ratings are just one of ...
The Five Reasons Your
Favorite Show Gets Canceled:"
_.All those people watch-
ing, besides you, of course,
are not the audience adver-
tisers want to reach. Usually,
this is a euphemism for "show
skews too old." But sometimes
it has meant that the audi-
ence is too narrowly young-
-remember when ABC killed
"My So-Called Life" in 1995?
But perhaps the most famous
example of this phenomenon
was CBS's early-'70s decision
to kill its still-strong bubba se·
ries, including "Green Acres"
and "The Beverly Hillbillies,"
because the audience was too
"rural" for Madison Avenue.
Ironically, the CBS '70s bub-
ba series have become the
height of urban hipness since
Fox launched its reality re-
make of "Green Acres" starring
Paris Hilton and Nicole Richie.
CBS even tried to remake "The
Beverly Hillbillies" as a reality
series, but met with unexpect-
ed opposition from agrarians
who thought that, although it
was OK to poke fun at rich girls
shacking up with a hardwork-
ing farm family in Arkansas, it
was definitely not cool to yuk
it up at the expense of a farm
family shacking up for a year in
Hilton's Beverly Hills 'hood.
--Star cashes in. Not every
actor is obsessed with match-
I
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ing James Arness' record for'
the longest role portrayed by
an actor on prime-time lV--
Amess played marshal Matt
Dillon on "Gunsmoke" for
20 years. Sometimes, when
you've made as much money
as Jerry Seinfeld, you decide
you want to go out on top af-
ter nine years, when your show
is still No. 1. Others are like
Kelsey Grammer, who decided
to hang on to his role as Frasier
Crane (first on "Cheers"),
matching Arness' record--
while the show plunged to No.
43 in the rankings, with only
about 11 million watching.
--The show has become too
expensive. Sometimes, when
an older series' ratings slide
but it is still doing fairly well,
the network kills it anyway.
This may be because the net-
work wants to pay less for the
show (because it has lower
ratings), but the folks working
on it want raises. Of course,
if you're David E. Kelley and
ABC wants to cut in half the
fee it pays for your lawyer dra-
ma, you make ends meet by
whacking most of your highly
compensated cast, and presto-
-you're back in the black.
--Doesn't play well with oth-
ers. If the producers of a se-
ries are suing a network that
broadcasts their series, that
can cast a pall over the future
of the show. The word in the
biz, for instance, has NBC can-
celing "Good Morning, Miami"
in part because its creators,
Max Mutchnick and David
Kohan, have sued the network,
claiming NBC didn't pay them
as much as for their other NBC
sitcom, "Will & Grace," which
is produced at NBC Studios.
Some industry wags, however,
say It's more a case of NBC de-
ciding not to continue to do
M&K a favor by keeping this
low-rated series just to make
nice with the hit producers.
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consequence of HPV is cervical
cancer. The cancer may appear
in any woman with HPV but
only after several years without
detection or treatment. Several
diagnosed women never get
cervical cancer, but the majority
of women diagnosed with cervi-
cal cancer have high-risk HPV.
Next "time you visit your
OBGYN ask them for informa-
tion about the human papil-
loma virus .. If you don't plan
on a visit in. the near future,
log. onto www.webmd.com
. (quickly becoming my favorite
efficient medical source) to find
out more about HPV and other
STIs. Don't be embarrassed
to discuss it with your doctor.
Your questions or concerns
may seem crazy to you, but they
have heard much crazier things.
Remember, the best prevention
against STIs for sexually active
people is traditional latex con-
doms in packs of 12... or more.
Sexual regards,
Drew
Don't have a question to ask, but
want to know more about sex se-
crets? Send a topic of your choice
to bsudrdrew@yahoo.com.
Paper
Scatters
BY JACOB ROBERTS
Special to The Arbiter
This part is the hardest,
the beginning.
There are so many routes to
take.
I might write about a
beautiful young woman
I never met in Brussels,
Belgium or
opinions, these metal and
some times ridged discs
fleet and flow so I try not to
carry
too many at once. Usually
six or seven. That seems
enough
to handle, to get me through
the day
its banters and miniature
disasters.
I find that swelling the
pockets of my brain
with too much of this
currency
drags my steps, slurs the gait
of my thoughts
like a jaded bar fly's fiberglass
advice about how not to sail
astray.
Here it is not so tough,
toward the middle, where I
have an idea
of the end insight.
Some sprouting memories
and thoughts
I like to leave alone.
They are the quiet fertilizer of
my brain,
the crickets stringing and
frogs singing my thoughts,
lulling me to soak my head in
the circus of pillow cloth. ' .
At times these ideas may
marionette me
from the springy cushion of .
my full-size bed,
like a superhero, half-naked"
and rushing to save "
the blue ribbon fruit
from my consciousriess'
vortex,
I
and now we reach the
end, where everything is
concluded
where things start
to lighten up,
the distance between lunch, .
perhaps a nap or even death"
is not so far... ..'
I
Awispy dandelion seed
of an image might just float
from the diaphanous case
enveloping my lumpy skull
sponge's thunderstorm
through my pen
and strike onto loose-leaf.
where my study buddy's
contact info lies.
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LONDON--Human beings
are preposterously sensitive
to difference. Give one person
skin that's a shade darker than
someone else's, and all of a
sudden It's as though they're
different through and through.
Art has always taken advantage
of this sensitivity: The differ-
ence between a great painting
and a minor daub is so small
it can barely be described, and
yet we're quite happy to bet for-
tunes on it.
One recent artist made subtle
difference almost the sum total
of his art.
American abstractionist
Donald Judd spent a hugely in-
fluential career looking at how
small changes, worked on a lim-
ited range of shapes, materials
and colors, could register more
loudly than anyone would ever
guess.
Beginning in the early 1960s,
Judd discovered that if you pay
close enough attention to a
stack of sheet metal boxes, or
to a row of unpainted plywood
cubes, or to a copper crate with
its inside painted red, you soon
begin to notice and care about
their special qualities.
This noticing of difference is
how we come to grips with the
world and, for good or ill, with
one another. Judd's art simply
lets the raw fact of difference
speak for itself.
Ten years after the artist's
death from cancer at 65, the
Tate Modem museum here is
giving Judd his first full-scale
retrospective, which strangely is
not coming to the United States.
The exhibition is about as good
as any art show gets. It's a pow-
erful machine for thinking: It
sets -mental gears whirring as
j we try to figure out what this
art is doing and why it works so
well, Much more importantly, it
is also a machine for feeling and
perceiving: It provides a stun-
ning sequence of simple forms
whose effects on us are compel-
ling and complex.
BY BLAKE GOPNIK THE WASHINGTON POST; TATE MOOERN COPYRIGHT JUOO FOUNOATlON) Consider a pared-down piece
from 1973, a good decade into
Judd's New York career, The
work consists of seven unvar-
MONDAY,APRIL 5,2004
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Donald Judd's art is
outside the box
BYBLAKEGOPNIK
The Washington Post
nished plywood cubes, each 77
inches high and wide and deep
but with their fronts and backs
left off. Each one is like the out-
line of a square drawn on the
wall but then extended forward
into the viewer's space. The
cubes sit in a row, flat on the
gallery floor and backed against
the room's white wall, with a
hand's width of space between
each cube and the next, and also
between the last cubes and the
walls at each end. But experi-
ence the work in person, and
things get much more complex.
There is the fact that the work
seems very different when it's
seen from far away, where it
reads as a single unit made up
of several parts, and from up
close, where it feels like one
cube, which then gets repeated
several times to either side of
the one you're looking at. Or
stay close but walk from side
to side, and feel the difference
between the piece seen from
the middie of the middie cube,
where parallelism is the order of
the day, and the piece seen from
one end, where recession is the
most notable effect.
A standard exercise in
Perspective 101 asks art stu-
dents to draw a row of cubes
from various viewpoints; Judd's
piece is that exercise brought
to life, demonstrating how the
theories that describe vision
and optics pan out in practice.
What started out as a building
block or side effect of realistic
picture-making is turned into
the essence of a work.
In the 1960s Judd's art, along
with that of several of his closest
colleagues, was labeled "mini-
malist," and once that turned
into an "ism," the label stuck
for good. But Judd never liked
the name, and for good reason:
"Minimalism" implies an in-
tellectual, theoretical commit-
ment to reduction for its own
sake, and that's how Judd has
often been read,
Judd's mature work, if it is
minimal at all, is really about
minimizing only a few obvious,
even superficial variables, so as
to go on and get maximal im-
pact from the subtle sensory ef-
fects that they can trigger in us.
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Descendents
of the
mundane
The Descendents have a new
album out titled Cool to be You.
It's their first album in seven
years (the sticker on the cello-
phane said so). When I found
out the Descendents had a new
album I was stoked and jumped
on the chance to hear it. Judging
by the first few songs, I decided
it sounded like everything else
these days. I let a co-worker lis-
ten to it and he agreed.
'Everything else' being
Good Charlotte, New' Found
Glory and MxPx. Don't get
me wrong but those bands all
suck. Descendents have been
an influential forerunner. I just
found out last week that the tar-
get of their influence is crappy
punk bands.
I didn't know how I felt, hav-
ing one of my pre-pubescent
icons so ripped off that they
themselves sounded pre-fabri-
cated.I can see where this whole
emo mistake was spawned.
It's too bad that a band as cool
as Descendents had to start a
movement of sissv whiners.
Now they kinda are one.
One of the things that drew
me to the band as an adolescent
was the teenaged angst-ridden
lyrics. As my late friend once
put it,
BYDANMCNEESE
A&EWriter
I first heard the Descendents
i/11993. My neighbor, who was
much cooler than I, gave me a
tape with the Descendents on
it. I fell in love with that tape
immediately. The music by the
band was something I had nev-
er heard before; it was still ag-
gressive punk rock but ... kind of
happy. It was something new to
me, I had heard nothing like it.
It was raw punk emotion mixed
with a sort of poppy rhythm.
Throughout junior high the
Descendents were one of my
favorite bands. I would stare
at myself in the mirror while
I mouthed the words to their
songs for hours on end. My
mom would always walk in on
me and ask what I was doing.
"Nothing," I'd tell her. But we
both knew what I was doing; I
was rocking out. .
In 1997 they came to Boise as
part of the Warped tour and I
was right up front for the event.
I sang along to all their songs
and even grabbed the rnic from
the lead singer, Milo Aukerman,
to sing a few lines of "I'm Not
a Loser." There's some irony
there, I'm sure.
DINE IN
or
CARRY OUT
'DESCENDENTS
·11111111111
COOL TO BE YOU
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"They're either really serious
or down right silly."
. Aukerman still sings about the
same stuff but it doesn't have
the same appeal. This doesn't
work any more because of two
reasons: One, I am not a teenag-
er. Two, "angst" has turned into
"whining." If I wanted to hear
thirty-somethings whine about
high school issues, I'd listen to
Good Charlotte or MxPx.
That is not to say that it's a
bad album. It's definitely worth
getting, it just takes a few listen-
ings (maybe twice a day for a
week) to get used to. The beat is
all right but the lyrics are exploi-
tive of a guy in his late thirties
still singing about stuff that only
16-year-olds can relate to. I miss
the old Descendents ... and not
being 16.
Regardiess, it's still
Descendents. I hear a lot of
people criticize bands like Bad
Religion for "not sounding
the way they used to" or "sell-
ing out." So what? It's still Bad
Religion .. The same goes with
Descendents.
listening to this album is like
drinking caffeine free Mountain
Dew-it's the same name but it
doesn't give you the same feel-
ing.
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Boise State wipes up the field
at the Bronco Invitational
I ,, ',,., '
BYTREVOR HORN
Sports reporter
The Boise State track and
field team compiled 15 colle-
giate event wins Saturday after-
noon in Bronco Stadium at the
Bronco Invitational. The day
was about as perfect as it gets.
And the Broncos, they were
pretty close to perfect too.
"It was a great day," sald
Boise State Head Coach Mike
Maynard.
The day was so good, that
Maynard could be seen show-
ing off his Frisbee skills on the
blue turf before the competition
was even finished.
"It's a secret ingredient to the
training here at BSU," Maynard
said.
Before the fun started, the
Broncos rolled up their sleeves,
if they had sleeves that is, and
went to work. The men finished
with eight wins, and the women
measured up well, bringing in
seven of their own victories.
Six of those wins for the
Broncos came in events that
are outdoor only competition.
All-everything senior Abbey
Elsberry posted another per-
sonal best and school record,
this time in the hammer throw.
Her final throw was 194"6', and
she finished first in the shot
put-but she's not finished just
yet.
"It's nice to start off with aPR,
but it's no where near where
I want to throw this year,"
Elsberry said.
Another duel winner for Boise
State was Forest Braden, the
running man himself. Braden
took a photo-finish win in the
800-meter run, winning by .42
of a second. He then came back
and blew away the competition
in the 1500, when he had a lead
of at least 50 meters going back
to the second lap, winning by
nine seconds, at 3 minutes, 53
seconds, and looking like he
started to hold up on the last
lap.
"I try not to, but subcon-
sciously you do go a little slow-
er," said a relaxed Braden at the
end of the day:
Another one of the outdoor
events that the Broncos domi-
nated was the javelin. The men's
team finished 1-2-3, with Keron
Francis taking the collegiate win
with a throw of 238' 10".
"Keron was spectacular,"
Maynard said. Along with Cordell Cochran, T.J.
On the women's side, junior Tolman, the four won the men's
Neely Falgout had the win- 4x400-meter relay. Summers
ning throw of 158'11". Robin also won the 100 and 200 earlier
Wemple, coming off her red- _ in the day.
shirt of the indoor season came But they didn't stop there.
out running Saturday, winning The men also won the 4x100
the women's steeplechase, an- relay, with Summers, Tolman,
other outdoor only event. Senior Antonie Echols and duel winner
Stacy Bolstad jumped over the Keron Francis. He came straight
competition with her win in the ,from the javelin throw to run
400 hurdles, and Rebecca Ward in the relay, without but a few
won the women's 1500, with a minutes in between the events.
time of 4 minutes, 39 seconds. "You just got to do it for the
Andre Summers needed some team," Francis said.
help in the final race of the day, Some <Ifthe Broncos did take
but he became the lone Broncos some time off since the meet
to compile three victories. was an early season tune-up.
All-WAC triple jumper Kenny
Johnson did not suit up, and
200 and 400 indoor WAC champ
Ray Ardill took it easy, but did
partake In the relay at the end
of the day.
"There's a few nuts and bolts
that need tightening, but as
a whole it looks good," Ardill
said.
The Broncos will travel next
weekend to Arizona to com-
pete in the Mesa Invitational.
The competition will be top
notch, as the Broncos will take
on the University of Florida,
Alabama, Baylor, Auburn, USC
and Arizona State.
PHOTO BY STANLEY BREWSTEI\fT)jE ARBITER
15 wins, count 'em, 15! That's how good the Boise State track team Is this season. So what did head coach Mike Maynard have
to say about Saturday, "It was a great day."
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Bynum brings attitude, winning
basket to Georgia Tech program
, "
BYMARK PURDY
Knight Ridder Newspapers
SAN ANTONIO - Want to
know yet another reason Pac-l 0
basketball wasn't so great this
season?
The explanation was on dis-
play here Saturday. The expla-
nation made the most clutch
play on a most clutch day. The
explanation drove toward the
basket for Georgia Tech with
three seconds remaining, then
shot a muscular fade away layup
with his guts all over it - and
made It.
Georgia Tech 67, Oklahoma
State 65.
And afterward, the explana-
tion had no explanation.
"Words can't describe how
I feel right now," said Will
Bynum.
They're probably speechless
at the University ofArizona, too.
Bynum began his college career
there but ended up transferring
halfway through his sophomore
year because the Pacific-l0
Conference school didn't ...well,
didn't like him enough to play
him enough minutes to keep
him happy.
Georgia Tech accepted him
gladly. Mer watching Bynum
here Saturday, it's difficult to
believe that any team wouldn't
want him on the floor.
The highest compliment you
can pay a player in any sport
is that he wants the ball when
the game Is on the line. And as
Saturday's first NCAA semifi-
nal was winding down at the
Alamodome, with Oklahoma
State clawing from behind, the
game was definitely on the line.
At those moments, Bynum
was the only player on the
Georgia Tech roster with -the
fearlessness to wade in and
make a play, no matter the con-
sequences. Bynum didn't make
every shot. But he was in there
trying. He wasn't afraid.
This is what Bynum's coach,
Paul Hewitt, says about him:
"Will is a guy that thinks he can
take anybody in the country.
Sometimes it works in his favor.
Sometimes it doesn't work in
his favor,"
BUl with 30 seconds left and
the score tied 65-65, there was
no question where Hewitt
wanted the ball to go. During a
timeout, he diagrammed a play
that called for Bynum to get the
ball with 10 seconds remaining
on the shot clock. Tech center
Luke Schenscher was supposed
to set a screen near the top of
the free-throw circle. Bynum
was supposed to dribble off the
screen toward the hoop and see
what happened.
"Coach said if somebody is
open, to hit them," said Bynum.
"And If not, take the shot. In my
mind, I was thinking, 'Take the
shot,' the whole time."
Of course he was. And as he
did, the 44,417 fans stuffed to
the dome ceiling held their
breaths.
"I didn't feel any pressure,"
said Bynum. "I mean, the only
pressure I felt was going to the
locker room if I would have
missed the shot."
Not a problem. Oklahoma
State guard John Lucas tried to
stick with Bynum off the screen
but gave him just a bit too much
room. Another Oklahoma State
player, Ivan McFarlin, briefly
got his hand on the ball, but
Bynum bulled right through the
distraction.
The ball went up and in with
1.5 seconds remaining on the
clock. Oklahoma State could
only try a desperation heave
that missed badly.
Bynum's shot was the signa-
ture moment of a terrific Final
Four doubleheader that dem-
onstrated conclusively why the
NBA finals will never be able to
win a one-on-one showdown
against the NCAA champion-
ship when it comes to drama.
Connecticut beat Duke 79·78 in
the night's second game, in an-
other nerve-shredding finish.
And as we all know, since all
the NCAA matchups are best-
of-one rather than best-of-
seven, nobody gets a second
chance. Every dribble could be
your last.
And now, Saturday's thriller.
"There's no doubt that if he's
not on our team, we don't get
out of the first round," said
Hewitt.
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Sean Dockary (15) bows his head al he 1111 In his locker following the Blue
Devils' 79-78 loss to the Connecticut Huskies In the NCAA Final Four samlflnal
game at the Alamodome. In San Antonio, Texas.
What happened to Dul(e?~
BYROBYN NORWOOD
Los Angeles Times
It was a finish so improb-
able, so dizzying, that when
it was over, it was hard to re-
construct, even for those in
the middle of it. "I don't re-
member the comeback, to
tell you the truth," said Emeka
Okafor, who led Connecticut
as it roared from eight points
down with 3 1/2 minutes left
to stun Duke, 79-78, In front
of 44,417 Saturday in the
Alamodome.
"I just know we all believed,
and the next thing you know,
we're up, the game's over, and
we're all hopping around, cel-
ebrating."
Forget all the talk about
the shot-altering presence of
Okafor. '
For Coverage of the
UConn-Georgia Tech
Championship game go
to arbiteronline.com
Connecticut (32-6) will play
Georgia Tech for the national
championship Monday be-
cause of his game-altering
presence.
With Okafor on the bench
because of foul trouble,
Duke (31-6) was on its way
to beating Connecticut and
turning the NCAA title game
into nothing more than a re-
match of an .Atlantic Coast
Conference tournament
semifinal.
With Okafor in the game,
Connecticut was a force
again.
"He played like he was the
player of the year in the sec-
ond half," Duke's Daniel
Ewing said.
Mer picking up two fouls
in the first four minutes of the
first half and his third early
in the second, Okafor played
only 22 minutes in the game
but had 18 points, seven re-
bounds, two blocks and an
assist. -
Connecticut never led in
the second half until 25 sec-
onds remained, when Okafor
watched his own shot go in
and out, saw teammate Josh
Boone tip the rebound, then
grabbed it, spun and scored
for a 76-75 lead.
"I just saw this orange ob-
ject floating In the air, saying,
'Grab me," Okafor said. "I:
grabbed it, spun, saw the rim"
thought it would be a good
idea to put it In, and that's
what I did."
On the next possession"
Duke three-point shooter J.J.
Redick drove the lane and was
stripped of the ball. But with'
Duke screaming for a foul,
on that play, Connecticut'S
Rashad Anderson went to,
the free throw line after be-
ing fouled by Duke's Nick
Horvath and made two shots
for a three-point lead with 12,
seconds left.
Redick missed a three-
pointer short with five sec-:
onds left, and Okafor, fouled
on the rebound, made one
of two free throws for a four-
point lead with three seconds
left.
That made the lead safe, and'
completed a 12-0 Connecticut
run.
"It Was one of the most dif- ,
ficult things I've had to do,"
Okafor said. "My first time in
the Final Four, I didn't want to'
miss a minute. I mean, it was.
eating me up inside.
"I blew off steam for like
two or three minutes. I knew'
I just couldn't stay sour-faced,
for the first half. I didn't want
to be a cancer for the team, so
I just cheered them on. But it
was real difficult."
He returned, to sequenc-'
es such as the one where he
blocked a shot by Deng on
one end, then scored on a
turnaround on the other.
Athree-pointer by Anderson
turned the lead from eight
points to five points with 2:
41 left.
It was three after two free,
throws by Ben Gordon, and,
Okafor cut it to one on a,
jumper with 1:18 left before:
staking Connecticut to its first.
lead on his spin move with 25
.seconds left. .
"I think we just settled late'
in the game," Duhon said.
"I think in those last three'
minutes we settled for a lot of.
jump shots instead of being-
aggressive like we were the'
rest of the game."
$20 Adjustment for BSU
Students & Employees.
We also work w/student
health insurance.
Specific Chiropractic correction helps
with your pain problem and also greatly
improves the overall function 'of your ft.r.:in-A"M.P-U.S .
-----+---:-b~oay.-f1il1ionsha~eXT>enehc~-o the \"ltlKOPJlA.CI'IC-:" _.-
benefits of optimum health under Call 389-222
Chiropractic care ...you can too. I025 Li~coln.Boise
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.named offensive
graduate assistant -
rwo thrilling· semifinal games .a rare treat
BRONCO SPORTS
Travis Hollifield, who served
as a volunteer director of foot-
ball operations for the Boise State
University football team this past
year, has been named the offensive
graduate assistant for the Broncos,
effective immediately.
Hollifield replaces Brian Harris
who has accepted a position as the
offensive coordinator at Eastern
Oregon Unlverslty. Harris spent
last season with the Broncos as the
offensive graduate assistant.
As the director of football opera-
tions last year, Hollifield assisted
with recruiting, travel and sum-
mer camps for the Broncos. He
also managed the incoming film
exchange and directed team cor- '
respondence.
He joined the Boise State staff
prior to the 2003 season after
spending the two previous years
as an assistant coach at Willamette
University. During his first sea-
son with the Bearcats, Hollifield
. served as the assistant offensive
·.line coach before coaching wide
receivers in 2002. .
,Hollifield played football for four
seasons at Willamette. He spent
one season as a quarterback before
moving to the defensive line where
he earned all-conference honors as
a tackle during his senior season.
A native of Gooding, Idaho,
Hollifield received his bachelor of
arts in polittcs from Willamette in
May of 2001. He Is the son of for-
mer Boise State football player
Jim Hollifield who was an offen-
, sive guard for the Broncos from
1969-71.
Connecticut's Emeka Okafor (50) celebrates the game-winning basket In the Huskies' 79-78 victory over the Duke Blue Devils in the NCAA Final Four semifinal game at the AJamOdome.
BYBRYANBURWELL
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
(KRT)
SAN ANTONIO - By the end
of this stunning night of Final
Four hoop wars, this is all the
eye could see Inside the sold-
out Alamodome. People hold-
Ing their heads. Folks clutching
their hearts. Giddy players float-
ing' off the floor on a once-In-a-
lifetime cloud. Devastated play-
ersstaggering off the court with
that unmistakable zombie-like
stare. For 5'12 hours, the dome
hacLlshivered to. the emotions
of these folks _ 44,417 exhaust~
ed and delirious witnesses and
all these joyful and distraught
participants _ every one of them
part of one of college basket-
ball's finest shining moments.
"Man, that was something;
wasn't It?" CBS announcer Billy
Packer said. The colorful and
controversial voice of college
hoops was practically lurching
off the court at the conclusion
of Saturday evening's two bril-
liant and breathless semifinals.
His shirt was unbuttoned. His
tie was undone, His, face was
flushed.
All over the Alamodorne.
there were so many folks just
like Packer, wheezing and woo-
zy,all grasping for just the right
words and emotions to describe
what we had all just seen.
March Madness raised to an
art form.
UConn 79, Duke 78.
Georgia Tech 67, Oklahoma
State 65.
Have you ever seen a build-
ing the size of a shopping mall
literally hold its breathe for an
entire evening? That is what it
was like Saturday night inside
the' Alamodome. This is what
bbg~s,makes
"i~, a partiy
i'i,"o"er 30 satiisfying
'a'ndwiches and salads
r' iunch, dinner, picnics
and partiies.
Voted ~
"Bolses Best" '"""'00
it 'surely must have been like
in millions of homes across
basketball-crazy America as so
many folks were glued to their
television sets, enthralled by the
, down-to-the-wire games.
There are only a handful of
days that merit the deslgnation
"Best Days In Sports." Super
Bowl Sunday Is that special.
Sunday at the Masters elicits
that sort of tingle. The sound of
"Gentlemen, start your engines"
booming over the loud roar of
the mighty engines at the start
of the Indy 500. Baseball's open-
ing day. The opening round of
the NCAATournament.
It is a mighty short list that has
that magic. '
But on Saturday night, Duke
and UConn, Georgia Tech and
Oklahoma State consorted to
elbow their way right into the
front of that exclusive line.
First things first. Georgia Tech
and OSU beganthe night with a
tense duel that did not end un-
til Tech guard Will Bynum zig-
zagged through the lane and
put up a twisting layup in heavy
traffic with barely a tick remain-
ing on the scoreboard clock.
"I can't begin to put into
words what I feel right now,"
Bynum kept saying after he
made the buzzer-beating hoop.
Bynum may have had difficul-
ty describing the winning mo-
ment, but his coach Paul Hewitt
was able to do it quite well.
"The play was designed for
(Bynum) to take a shot, not
manufacture a shot," Hewitt
laughed.
Understand now just how
hard this shot was. When.
Bynum stands on his tip-toes,
he strains to reach the 6 feet
height that's listed on the Tech
. roster. Yet somehow he man-
aged to dribble intothe teeth
of OSU's defense, rise Into the
lane, scoop the shot up, then
down, then up again with 6-8
Cowboy forward Ivan McFarlin
draped on him like a curtain.
Now consider that this mar-
velous thriller turned out to be
a mere warmup act for the con-
clusion of the highly anticipat-
ed confrontation of two of the
biggest name brands in college
hoops, Duke and UConn.
The Huskies and Blue Devils
staged a show filled with wild
mood swings and lead chang-
es. Connecticut took an early
commanding lead, then Duke FreeWireless
d d
461-3740 Internet
came roaring back an seeme 608 12th Ave.S. 323-0606 322-7401 345-0990
to assume control from midway. in Nampa 6899Overland 4348 Chlnden 1030Broadwlly near BSUthrough the first half until the fi- L- ..;.... -'--'
nal 30 seconds; when dynamic
, junior Emeka Okafor dragged
the Huskies back into con-
trol with a putback of his own
missed shot.
"It was pretty draining out
there," Okafor said. "You know,
things are going your way, then
things are not. You're back in it,
you're back out of it. ... Itwas
easy to look up at the clock and
see yourself down by eight, with
next to nothing left on the clock
seemingly, and just give up. It's
hard to believe that you can do
it and put the effort to actually
making It happen."
Final Four Saturdays are
rarely this good. The anticipa-
tion rarely matches the perfor-
mance. But on this uncommon
night inside the Alamodome,
there was genuine magic to
equal the hype. Saturday in the
Dome was one- of those rare,
remarkable moments that de-
served a singular exclamation.
Wow.
Doherty not winning over everybody at St. John's
BYROGER RUBIN
New York Daily News
(KRT)
SAN ANTONIO - Former
Notre Dame and North
Carolina coach Matt, Doherty
has emerged as the front-run-
ner in St. John's search fm;. a
new coach, but not every Red
Storm supporter is in favor of ,
hiring the 2001 National Coach
of the Year.
At least one of the factions tlwt
does not,support Doherty's can-
didacy has approached theRe~.
Donald J. Harrington, St. John s
president, with the suggestio.n
of bringing back former Georgia
Tech coach Bobby Cremins to a
college sideline. .
Crernlns has not ,coached
since retiring from Tech in 2000,
but is said to want to get back
into the game. Cremlns spent
much of the winter talking to
members of the city's high
school bas\cetball community
who felt disenfranchised during .
the Mike Javis era. When he was
at :Georgia Tech, Cremins was
successful with recruits from the
cltY,notably Kenny Anderson
and Stephon Marbury.
"He wanted to see whether we
would come back to St. John'sana he wanted to know if we
liked the sound of him becom-
ing..thH-Oacb," said nneJnem:c __
ber of the city's high school bas-
ketball ranks.
The powerbrokers 'who. have
been trying to sway Harrington
.p
in his decision have already had
an impact. Memphis coach John
Calipari - at one time consid-
ered one of the favorites - saw
the fragmented. support for the
program and wanted no part of
the overpoliticized situation.
In 19 seasons as head coach at
Georgia Tech, Cremins went to
the NCAATournament 10times,
including a trip to the Final Four
in 1990 with Anderson.
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Men's Baseball league
looking for players ages
18+. If interested, email
jesusjara@yahoo.com
Men's club scecer!
Interested? Contact Matt
at 426-7250
1987 buuTrooper 2.
Excellent condition. '
New tires. Includes MP3 '
capable stereo. $1800.
841-2213
King size pillow top
mattress set Brand new in
bag. Must sell $225. Can
deliver. 866-7476
,Roommate Needed to
share 2 bd/2ba apt. $350/
mo. + 1/3 Util. 331-6628
and ask for Haylie,
Responsible female to
share 3 bedroom, 2 bath
apartment. Available 4/1.
$288 + 1/3 utilities. WID.
Ca1l376-7134 .
2bd/lba apt S500/mo.
Across from BSU
Stadium. 331-7870
Piano, vocal; & theory
lessons for ages 3-adult. '
Instructor has two musical
degrees. Call Mila at 331-
0278 or 409-0278.
Italian leather couch
and loveseat for sale!
Brand new, still in plastic.
Retail $2450, sacrifice
$899. Call 888-1464
Men's Baseball league
.looking for players
ages 28+. If interested,
email Duke at
wdstaggs@aol.com
1994 Pontiac Grand
AM. 2 door. Runs great.'
Very well taken care of.
$3000 obo, Ca!1841-7515,
2000 Elantra 25MPG,
28,000 miles, AC, 5 speed,
dk grn, cassette, cruise.
Only $6000. 724-2894 "eN~s.S-Pieee Cherry Bedroomset. Brand-new in box.Retail $1450, sacrifice$395. Call 888-14641975245 DL Volvo, Station Wagon. $500.
377-1659 House on the Bench
2+ Bd/2Ba, $113,900.
Please call 869-3273 for
more information.
Cherry sleigh bed.
Solid wood. New-in-box.
Value $850, sacrifice
$295. Call 888-1464
• $25 off hair exlensions
• $10 off hair tolar wjhairtut
• $5 011 011 perms
• $3 all haircuts
• $2 off lip lind eyebrow wax
I e-r~" 71S~~l ~1fI UUollOntonIIlBolse,Id.J
1985 Volkswagon
Vanagon. Good interior
and runs good. $1500.
377-1659 Mattress Set, Full Size
Brand New in package.
Sacrifice$99. Call 866-7476
Brand new, never been
fired Savage 30-06.
Wooden stock. Comes
with 3 x 9 scope. $380.
Call Bryce at 429-1615
• Elevators
• Directly across from JJ7nco
• 24-Jlour fitness room
• Business Center
• Secured Access
• Please presenl tau pan
01 lime 01 o~poinlm~lIl 1987 Jeep Cherokee. 6cylinder, 4x4, 5 speed.
Needs clutch work.
$1,000 firm. 375.-2448
2001 Micron PC plus
monitor and printer.
$100.377-1659
Queen pillow top
mattress set. Brand new,
still in plastic. Must, sell
$159. Can deliver.
Call 866-7476
1991 VW Golf, $1200/obo,
runs good. Call 343-6415
Affordable
Downtown
Living
with a local
private lawyer for
moat legal problems
you may have,
including
divorce/flllldly law
landlord problems
child custody and
child support
collection and debt
problems
personal injury and
insurance
workmen's campensation
claims
DUI/criminal
call ASBSUfor an
appointment Attorneys:
Margaret Lezamiz and
John schroeder
Washburn BT3
Maverick Electric
Guitar, gig bag, strap,
cord & Peavey Blazer
158Amp. $300 713-4724.
$515 or $595
NewlyBuilt
1&2Bedrooms
Do You Need Financial Aid?
_
Are You InNeed of Debt Consolidation, Personal, or '
:':: • I' '-' Business Loan/s? Fast approvals, Regardless OfYourCredit
Hlstoryl Bad Credit & BankruptcyAcceptedl ANS. &.sruDENTLO .
The Pioneer Group Is Here To Help! No Upfront Feesl FINANCIAl. STUDENT AlDt~ .' .•... ". .
MAl T,HAI
- RESTAURANT & BAR
Kli.:kin)it up a notch in Downtown BOl:IC
1'l:t;Mnext door to Old Chicago.
AND THEY WON'T BE
ALLOWED TO EAT OR
SWALLOW THEIR OWN
SALIVA.
\
I PLAN TO START
MY OWN NO-FRILLS
AIRLINE.
E
~ FORONLY$23,IU
.. LET PEOPLE HOLD
~ OUT THEIR ARMS
~ AND RUN TO THEIR
~ DESTINATIONS .
Ei I GET THE BENEFITS OF
f!J APPEARING KNOWLEDGE-
~ ABLE WITHOUT THE
-c BURDEN OF SHARING.
i
UM ... I DIDN'T
HEAR WHAT
YOU SAID.
\
DILBERT
I'VE ADDED MUMBLING
AND PEEVISHNESS TO
MY WORK-AVOIDANCE
ARSENAL.
5HEEEESH!!!
\1/
~11 I'M
:> YOUR
~ CHIEFe FINANCIAL
11 OFFICER.
)
THEN I
ALSO NEED
YOUR PDA
AND ONE
SOCK.
OKAY, BUT LEAVE
YOUR WALLET, KEYS,
COMPANY I.D. AND
ONE SHOE WITH ME.
nAY I BORROW
YOUR CHAIR FOR
A MEETING?
H{)R()S(X)~u...&-S_---
By linda C. Black
Tribwze Media Services
Today's Birthday (AprU 5). You can
make great strides forward this year
with the help of an intellectual part-
ner. You provide the motivation, and
your partner will help you come up ,
with a good plan.
To get the advantage, check the day's
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
Aries (March2!-AprU 19)
Today is an 8 -A person you don't
always understand, and may not·
always like, is similarly fascinated with
you. Relax. You may be pleasantly
surprised. .'
Cancer (June 22-July 22) ,
Today is a 5 - A work-related decision
could cause changes to your home life
as well. Delay your answer if you can.
You'll know more about the costs and
benefits on Thursday.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8 • You'll be busy all day
answering calls and catching up WIth
the news. You also should review your
to-do list, or else something could
sneak up on you.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 5 - You're sflurred to action,
althou~ you may feel that you're still
npt qUite ready to go. Your concern is
quite natural, but it looks as if you've
solved all the big problems for now, so
full speed ahead. ,
Aquarius (Jan.20-Feb.18)
Today is a 9 - Reach out and let
somebody know all about your secret
dreams. Tell a person who's family,
or close to it. He or she can help them
come true.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)-
Today is an 8 - The knowledge y,0u
seek Will come to you, and it will be an .
insight you won't forget. Believe in the
hearing power oflove. It's a conduit
for mimcles. .
VlrKo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Toaay is a 5 -You don't have to be
outrageous to achieve your goals, just
persistent. You might even earn a bo-
nus just for being so darned potite.
libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 9 - They say opposites
attract, so you may be surprised to
find yourself fascinated by a rowdy,
rambunctious type. Again.
, Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) .
Today is a 5 - Continue to save as
much as you can. Payoff all your
debts,and you'll see that all your
.. creditors are ~erto lend you moremoney. ~~.- - --'.~--.'
(cl 2004, TRIBUNE MEDIASERVICF5INC.
,Distributed by Knigllt Ridder!
Tribu~ In!ormationServices.
STUDENT DISCOUNT
and a great location close
to BSUl Well maintained
I BR/I BAduplex'with
AC, updated paint and
carpet, private patio,
and plenty of parking.
Normally rents for $475,
but now only $425 per
month for BSU students
+ $200 of I st mo. Rent!
Located on the comer of
Leadville and Howe (716
Howe). Call Mike at 850-
1314 for a showing today!
Teach Englisb In TaIwan.
Single girls and couples
needed. 18K. RT airfare.
Free housing. darin
ali~n@hotmail.co;
.BllrtendersTralnees
Needed. $250/day.
Potential. Local
Positions. 1-800-293-
3985 ext 223
F Roommate wanted
to share 2 bedroom apt.
with WID. $275/mo. + '
$200 Deposit. Call Holly
322-4847
Roommate Needed
2411 Kootenai $200/mo.
+ Util. Includes Cable/
nteme1384-0168
I
10 I
ISUll"YflXlI1nl,.tityou-
~3'I00ysa)'l(Jl
College Benellt.lncludB:
.S176.00per~
• i'lJ5l1l<dlili<rdS200/mo
• 10,IXXl\lOOutlocnRqxJid
--- plus: --,-
GelIX'idS220.DOl1rtolll8....w.nd
per~ IOO'fIiInMkl to
Wxi I<rrri Nafilrd Goard
Additional Signing Banul
_ S3DDD • SSDDO
Ifu',~m: 863-3516 or 373-7218
Classified Ads arc free
for students! Call 345-
8204 to place yours.
I d'ISW~
I NJo:TWORI\:
I "'-'~". .,.. 'IAlt'AMERICAN
I~!!!~~~!,EI ' SElf MOTI'IATEllINDIVIDUAl.5 TO
I ADD TO OUR OUTSIDE S.\1.ES TUM
I
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I
• GREAT COMMIISIONS
• BONUSE.
• fLEXIBLE HOURI
• ADVAHCEM£HT
OPPOIlT1JNmES
~
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BroncoJobs ~.
·W.U·MiEJ"jgig :
Lookingfor Jobs:
while you are a :
student Career :
Opportunities, or,
Internships?
$10.50 Base·Appt
FT/PT in Cust Sale~SelVice·,
Flex Hours
NoExp.NecessalY
Conditions Apply
All ages 18~+~i=t/
Call . ~
331·2820 '-
or apply @ . -si
www.co!legeincome.c6m
EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE
• PAID TRAINING
• CASUAL ENVIRONMENT
• 20-40 HOURSIWEEK
• INCENTIVE PRIZES
Internet elQl8r1ence
Is helpful.
$8.00/hr
to start
Please call for
more Informallon
Crossword
7 Actor Linden
8 Algerian porI
9 Unit of force
10 Hispanic district
11 Torah holder
12 Hawaiian gilt
13 Quayle or
Ralher
19 Seniors' grp,
21 Exactly suitable
25 Erie Canal mule
27 Insignificant
ones
28 Point of view
29 Bob of the PGA
31 Lennon's Yoko
32 Quaint
DOWN 33 _ Alamos, NM
1 Razor 34 Plat section
sharpener 35 Banquet
2 Peter of 36 One side 01a
_. Herman's circle? 51 Eve's grandson
Hermits 40 Goal 52 Evaluale
3 With all Its faults 41 Distress letters 53 Team cheer
.4 Chafges·-~---4:rJallt:mr--"~~ 57 Reot again
5 Closed hand· ,. 44 Wish undone . 58 Wipll out
6 Egyptian 47 Ostrich cousln, 60 Cats and
talisman 50 Long striders cockatoos
ACROSS
1 Get a whiffof
. 6 Wearing shoes
10 Hairless
14 Actress Marisa
15 Grant or [Iwes ,
16 Field of
expertise
17 Uses a lasso
18 "Catch-22" star
20 Type of general
22 Approach
23 According 10
24 Mas'men
26 Washer cyCle
30 Office gambling
games
35 Demon
37 Old card game
38 Writer Hentoff
39 Converts into
machine
language
42 Poly follower?
45 Picnic invader
46 Agile deer
48 Bee and Em
49 Not the best
lime to bUy
54 Author of "The
Other"
55 NAFTA
participant
56 Pique
59 Explosive
sounds
62 Break-into
pieces
65 Seemed to hold
water
69 Ta-da!
70 Redolence
71 Equal scores
72 Molding curves
73 Implores
74 Hot lubs
75 Fritter away
e 2004Trlbune Uedll Servlcta, Inc.
All rights reserved.
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Taurus (AprU 20-May 20) ..
Today is a 6 Being creative isn't the
problem. The problem is maXing it
pay. Remember that money saved
IS the same as money emned when
~.".'_.'Il_,.:.'_Y.Qu're ta.llyinj5 up ...- -'~--~·_"'-SCOrpkt-{0et02a-N0Vr21) .
Gemlnl (May 21-June 21) Today is a 5 - The pressure is on, and it
Today is an 8 _You're naturally good. may seem like it's an OJ} your shoul-
with words, but now. they may fie·· ders now. That's partially because
difficult to find. Don't worry. Instead, you've proven to be so mtstworthy
practice your nonverbalcommunica- in the p~t. p.eople.think.· . youcan do
tion. Give gifts.. , . ev~rytlling; MaYbe you can.
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61 Trimming sound
63 Profess
64 Frat getup
:a5 .Unrulygroup
66 Fruity beverage
67 Trail persistently
66 _01 Galilee
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